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T H E  T R A V E L L E R

TAROKO NATIONAL PARK

Taroko National Park is the fourth national park

established in Taiwan. Located in the eastern part of

Taiwan, it spans the three administrative regions of

Hualien County, Taichung City , and Nantou County. In

the park, there is the first east-west cross-road in Taiwan,

which is called the middle-cross road system.
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GET TO KNOW ATTRACTIONS

Taroko Pavilion

Clear Water Cliff

In Taroko National Park, there

is a section of the " Huide Trail " is

the perfect place to enjoy the clear

water cliff, in fact, through the

Chongde Trail after the Chongde

Trail can also see the clear water

cliff, but more recommended Huide

Trail, you can feel the clear water

cliff spectacular, stunning scene!

The Taroko Pavilion has a

classical Chinese style and is now a

representative landmark of Taroko.

Before entering Taroko

National Park, you will pass the

Taroko Pavilion, which is called the

Taroko Pavilion, but it is actually

written as "East-West Crossing

Highway" and on the other side of

the stone monument "The East-West

Crossing Road Entrance of Taroko

National Park".
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SHEI-PA NATIONAL PARK

Shei-Pa National Park is Taiwan's fifth national

park. It covers a range from the ridgeline of Leshan in

the north to Bianjiyan Mountain, to the middle reaches

of YuluoweiMountain and Dajiaxi in the south, with a

total area of 76,850 hectares, spanning Hsinchu County,

Miaoli County , Taichung City and other three counties.

T H E  T R A V E L L E R
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GET TO KNOW ATTRACTIONS

Wuling Visitor Center

Guanwu

Xuejian Visitor Center

Before the Wuling Visitor Center was

established, it was the "Wuling Farm"

agricultural land belonging to the Military

Retired Officers and Soldiers Counseling

Committee, and the original vegetable fields

and orchards in the area were gradually

transformed into forest landscapes

The road is rich in flora, ideal for a

leisurely stroll, and the cherry trees lined with

each side of the road often attract a large

number of visitors during the flower season.
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Since the first discovery of

mountain pepper fish in 1996, the SHEI-

PA National Park has investigated the

ecology of the mountain pepper fish and

re-cultivated them in the forest. There is

also the establishment of ecological center,

the public can understand the ecological

environment of mountain pepper fish.

The Xuejian Visitor Center is a

commentary stronghold of Shei-Pa National

Park, with a show area and audio-visual

room, as well as a narrator for you. In
addition, when people enter the Xuejian
Visitor Center can enjoy the Shei-Pa
National Park planning knowledge and
emotional space.



Yangmingshan Nat ional  Park

Yangmingshan National Park is

the third national park set up by Taiwan in

1985. It is the closest national park in

Taiwan to the metropolitan area. And its

altitude ranges from 200 meters to 1120

meters, with a total area of about 11338

hectares. Due to the latitude and altitude

influence, the climate is divided into

subtropical climate zone and warm

temperate climate zone. The volcanic

activity in northern Taiwan is that the

Philippine Sea plate is hidden under the

Eurasian plate. The hidden plate is

erupted and accumulated after melting in

the high-temperature girth. Therefore,

volcanic activity also means the process

of plate movement and landform shaping.
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The current volcanic landscapes

are all relics of post volcanic activity,

including cone-shaped and bell-shaped

volcanic bodies, craters, Lake Crater,

barrier lakes, hot springs, and sulfur

fumaroles. In addition, the Yangmingshan

National Park with the Datun volcanic

group as the main body is the main

volcanic distribution area in Taiwan, and

the geological structure is mostly andesite,

the special shape of the cone-shaped or

bell-shaped volcanic body and the crater

and Hukou Lake constitute a unique area

of geological terrain landscape. Qixing

Mountain is the highest peak in the park.

It is a typical cone-shaped volcano

formed by the alternating stacking of lava

flows and volcanic debris.



The representative of the bell-shaped volcano is

Shamao Mountain, which is formed by the relatively thick

lava flow stacked at a slow speed. And the geothermal hot

springs flowing along the fault fissures are the geological

characteristics of this area, and they are mainly distributed

in the areas of Dasulfui, Dayoukeng, Xiaoyoukeng, and

mangers. Spring and February are the flower season of

Yangmingshan National Park. In addition, from May to

August is the season for watching butterflies every year.

Most importantly, there are three ecological protection zones

in the park, namely Dream Lake, Suluizui Mountain and

Deerhorn Pit. They are all focusing on the protection and

restoration of habitat specie.
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Yushan National  Park
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Yushan National Park is the second national park

set up by Taiwan in 1985. The Yushan Mountain block

is high due to the collision of the Eurasian and

Philippine plates. The main ridge is slightly cross-

shaped. The north and south are long. The east and

west are short. The intersection of the cross is the main

peak of Yushan. Yushan National Park is named after

the mountain because of the mountain. It is located in

the center of Taiwan and covers Nantou County, Chiayi

County, Kaohsiung City, and Hualien County. The total

area of 105,490 hectares and it is the largest national

park in Taiwan.
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The terrain can be roughly 

divided into three areas: Dongpu

Mountain Block, Yushan

Mountain Block and Central 

Mountain Block. The terrain is 

dominated by high mountains 

and river valleys, spanning the 

Yushan Mountain Range and the 

Central Mountain Range. 

Including the main peak of 

Yushan, which is known as the 

"first peak of Northeast Asia" at 

an altitude of 3952 meters. It is 

the largest area among the 8 

special landscape areas, with 

various climate types such as 

subtropical zone, warm temperate 

zone, cold temperate zone and 

alpine cold zone. It developed 

various animal ecological 

resources and plant forests. There 

are at least 58 mammals in this 

park, accounting for 74% of the 

mammals in Taiwan. 

Especially Formosan serow, 

Formosan sambar deer, 

Formosan black bears, 

Formosan wild boars, 

Formosan reeve's muntjac and 

Formosan macaques. They 

are common in this area. 

There areabout 87% of the 

Yushan National Park is a 

natural forest, and it is a high 

mountain flora above 3,600 

meters. Besides, 

Yangmingshan National Park 

was an early life area for Tsou 

and Bunun. At present, the 

park is mainly a Bunun 

settlement with about 400 

people. The famous of Yushan

National Park’s flowering is 

from March to April every 

year. 



Penghu
Southern Four 

Islands 
National Park

There has a beautiful island near by Taiwan. Its 

name is Penghu, a paradise for ocean lovers. 

Penghu is known as the pearl of  the Taiwan 

Strait. This Island always attracts many tourists 

every summer.
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Penghu Southern Four Islands National Park,

established on 2014, is Taiwan's ninth national

park and the second marine national park. The

four southern islands of Penghu have precious

ecological resources and high species diversity.

The coral reefs in the sea area are lush. The

magnificent coral reef jungle is a paradise for

snorkelers. Among them, the intertidal zone

below the high tide line of Turban Island,

where you can watch all kinds of beautiful tide

pool ecology without going into the water at

low tide, is a rare natural aquarium.
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Every tourist won’t miss the seafood dishes of  Penghu. 

Because of  the plentiful ocean resources, there local cuisine 

had caught many people’s heart. You can see different kinds 

of  seafood at the restaurant. Most of  them are fresh enough 

to be eaten raw.

If  you want to have a wonderful vacation in the tropical sea, 

Penghu’s ocean will always welcome for their tourist. 

The four little islands around Penghu are Qimei,

Wang'an, Hujingyu and Tongpan Island. The most

famous island is Qimei. On Qimei Island you can

visit the Two Hearts Stone Weir, an ancient heart-

shaped stone trap designed to catch fish at low tide.

After visit all the four islands, there are many water

activities are waiting for you. Beside the diving and

kitesurfing, how about have a special fishing trip at

night? It would be an unforgettable night at Penghu.
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Having a trip at Kenting would be the most 

wonderful travel experience. Taking up island 

Taiwan’s southern tip, it is an extensive sun-drenched 

playground. Put on your sun glasses and sunscreen, 

ready for enjoy the Taiwan style summer. 

Kenting
National Park
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Kenting National Park is a national park located on 

the Hengchun Peninsula of Pingtung County. Established 

on 1984, it is Taiwan's oldest and the southernmost 

national park on the main island. This national park is well 

known for its tropical climate, sunshine and beach. In 

addition, the Spring Scream rock-band festival held in 

every March.
Kenting National Park has a 

peculiar geographical landscape, 

plenty and changeable ecology, and 

special coastal forest zone flora. 

According to national park 

regulations, it is divided into five 

areas: ecological protection area, 

special landscape area, historical 

preservation area, recreation area, 

and general control area. Among 

them, the ecological protection zone 

is further subdivided into terrestrial 

and ocean ecological protection. page 13| journey



For tourist, you can 

choose to lend a bicycle 

or scooter and go around 

to the different views of  

Kenting. Riding slowly 

and listening the waves 

from the ocean. You 

would find the charm of  

Taiwan’s southern tip.

In Kenting National Park, there 

have various glamorous views 

waiting for you to visit. For 

example, a hidden fire on the 

sands, a coral reef  rock 

resembling a sailboat standing in 

the sea and many stalactites. 

When people talk about Kenting, 

first they would think about its 

ocean and water activities. 

However, the other landscapes 

are also simply stunning.
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